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About Lee Sharpe
Lee is a creative Chartered Tax Adviser with  20 years’ experience of 
advising property investors and family businesses on tax matters.

He is also an experienced tax writer: As well as writing for taxationweb.
co.uk, Lee is a lead writer for Property Tax Insider (taxinsider.co.uk) 
and its sister publications, and writes on tax matters for Bloomsbury 
Professional publications. He has written a number of specialist property 
tax saving reports that are available through the Tax Insider website.

Introduction and IMPORTANT Finance 
Bill 2020 Note
This special report tells you everything you need to know about this 
valuable capital gains tax relief, (‘PPR’), and how and when it can be 
applied. While many property investors may not have an immediate use 
for PPR, there are many more who might – or even better, could spot 
an opportunity to utilise this relief to their advantage, having read this 
report. As with previous reports, it is intended to take readers from the 
very basics through to a useful appreciation of the relief and how it can 
be applied.

Finance Bill 2020

�ĺăØŰă�ŅŎŹă� ŹĠØŹ� ŹĠĤŰ� ĺØŹăŰŹ�ăûĤŹĤŎŅ�ĠØŰ�òăăŅ�ƀŨûØŹăû�ŹŎ�ŬăƲăõŹ� ĤłŨŎŬŹØŅŹ�
changes to PPR relief originally included in the 2019/20 Finance Bill, which 
ĠØŰ�ŰĤŅõă�òăăŅ�Ŭă̪ƕŎŬķăû�ĤŅŹŎ�DĤŅØŅõă��Ĥĺĺ�˙˗˙˗�̦õŎŅėƀŰĤŅęĺƛ̐�ĤŹ�ĤŰ�ŎƬõĤØĺĺƛ�
now Finance Bill 2019-21);  although unlikely, the new  proposed rules may 
change prior to Royal Assent and you should always check your tax planning 
ƕĤŹĠ�Ø�ŰƀĤŹØòĺƛ�ūƀØĺĤƱăû�ŨŬŎėăŰŰĤŎŅØĺ̖
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1 What Does Private Residence Relief Do? 
It has been reported that, between 1990 and 2015, the average UK house 
price almost trebled in value, from a little under £70,000 to more than 
͙˙˗˗̐˗˗˗̖� RŹ�ƕŎƀĺû� õĺăØŬĺƛ�òă�ƀŅėØĤŬ� ėŎŬ� ŰŎłăŎŅă� ŹŎ� ŰƀƫăŬ�!ØŨĤŹØĺ�FØĤŅŰ�
Tax (CGT) on the uplift in value by comparison against those historic costs, 
if and when they came to move to a new house. (Having said that, most 
other assets held by individuals, including investment/rental properties, 
are�ŅŎƕ�ăƚŨŎŰăû�ŹŎ�!F§�ŎŅ�ŰĤłŨĺă�ŨŬĤõă�ĤŅƲØŹĤŎŅ̐�ėŎĺĺŎƕĤŅę�ŹĠă�ØòŎĺĤŹĤŎŅ�
of Taper Relief for CGT purposes from 2008). 

What the vast majority of homeowners don’t realise is that, while selling 
your own home can automatically qualify for CGT relief, that relief does 
NOT always cover 100% of the capital gain, and in fact it is NOT always 
available.

The basic aim of Private Residence Relief, (also known as Principal Private 
Residence Relief, or Only or Main Residence Relief), is to ensure that 
people are not caught by a CGT charge when they sell their home – or 
their main home if they have more than one. The main aims of this report 
are to get the best use out of this valuable relief, while not falling foul of 
the several restrictions that can apply.

ƐĺƐ� "ঞm]��m�$_;�$-bѴĺĺĺ

Although it is rarely seen in practice, one unfortunate consequence of 
being eligible for PPR is that any loss on a disposal of a qualifying main 
residence is not an allowable loss, to the extent that any gain would have 
been relieved by PPR (The Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act (TCGA) 1992 
s 16 (2)).

ƐĺƑ� �-vb1�!;v|ub1ঞomv

There are important restrictions/exceptions to this general rule, such as 
ŹĠă�ăƫăõŹŰ�Ŏė̏

• intervening periods of absence;
• ownership prior to (or following) occupation as the main residence;
• letting the property out; or
• use in a business.

1ØõĠ� Ŏė� ŹĠăŰă� ̦ŎŬ� Ø� õŎłòĤŅØŹĤŎŅ̧� õØŅ� ŰăŬƔă� ŹŎ� ŬăŰŹŬĤõŹ� ŹĠă� òăŅăƱŹ� Ŏė� ŹĠă�
ŬăĺĤăė̐�ØĺŹĠŎƀęĠ�ŹĠă�ŬƀĺăŰ�ŎėŹăŅ�ØĺĺŎƕ�ŰŎłă�ƲăƚĤòĤĺĤŹƛ̐�ØŰ�ƕă̵ĺĺ�Űăă�ĺØŹăŬ̖�

Ɛĺƒ� �m|;mঞom��o�m|v

There is a further exception, which is that a property acquired wholly 
or partly for the purpose of making a gain on its disposal is not relieved 
under the PPR rules (TCGA 1992 s 224 (3)). The restriction also applies 
when a residence is subsequently developed in order to make a gain on 
disposal, as distinct from improving the property the better to enjoy 
living in it. Given that most people might expect or at least hope to make 
some gain on the disposal of their property – particularly after ‘doing it 
up’ – then, interpreted strictly, this could be quite problematic and might 
even put something of a dent in the steady stream of home improvement 
television programmes.
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Fortunately, HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) has adopted a pragmatic 
approach and as per their Capital Gains Manual (at CG65210): 

‘...It would be unreasonable and restrictive to apply the legislation in this 
way. The subsection should only be taken to apply when the primary 
purpose of the acquisition, or of the expenditure, was an early disposal 
ØŹ�Ø�ŨŬŎƱŹ̵̖

ƐĺƓ� �m;��|���$bl;�ŋ��m�Theory...

The relief is basically only available in respect of the main residence so 
that, in theory, the relief is not intended to apply to several properties at 
once. Notwithstanding that, there is�ŰŎłă�ŰõŎŨă�ƕĤŹĠĤŅ�ŹĠă�ŬƀĺăŰ�ŹŎ�òăŅăƱŹ�
from overlapping periods of relief, and there is planning that orients 
around this part of the regulations – although opportunities have been 
partly curtailed following changes made in the last few years (see later). 
Also, where there is more than one residence, there may be opportunities 
ŹŎ�òăŅăƱŹ�ėŬŎł�ŹĠă�ƲăƚĤòĤĺĤŹƛ�ØƔØĤĺØòĺă�ØŰ�ŹŎ�ûăõĤûĤŅę�ƕĠĤõĠ�ŨŬŎŨăŬŹƛ�ĤŰ�ĤŅ�
fact the main residence at a particular time: it isn’t always as obvious as 
you might think, and actually you might be able to choose (and where you 
can choose, you probably should).

ƐĺƔ� "oķ�)_-|��v���ļ!;vb7;m1;Ľĵ

§Ġă�ĺăęĤŰĺØŹĤŎŅ�ûŎăŰ�ŅŎŹ�ûăƱŅă�Ø�̳ŬăŰĤûăŅõă̵� ĤŅ�ŹĠĤŰ�õŎŅŹăƚŹ̐�ŰŎ� ĤŹ� ĤŰ�ŎŨăŅ�
to interpretation and it seems that the courts have accepted the word’s 
ûĤõŹĤŎŅØŬƛ�ûăƱŅĤŹĤŎŅ̖�

There are in fact two separate sections in HMRC’s manual about the 
meaning of residence: in previous Tax Insider publications we have often 
ƕØŬŅăû�ŹĠØŹ�ŹĠă�łØŅƀØĺŰ�ØŬă�ŎŅĺƛ�Nn�!̵Ű�ŨŎŰĤŹĤŎŅ�ØŅû�ŅŎŹ�ŹĠă�ƱŅØĺ�ƕŎŬû̐�
ØŅû�ĠăŬă�ĤŰ�ØŅ�ăƚØłŨĺă�Ŏė�ƕĠăŬă�Nn�!�ƱŬŰŹ�ŰØƛŰ�ƕĠØŹ�ĤŹ�ŹĠĤŅķŰ̐�ØŅû�ŹĠăŅ�
grudgingly reports what judges have actually decided.

§Ġă�ƱŬŰŹ�̦ØŹ�!F˝˛˛˙˞̧�ĤŰ�Nn�!̵Ű�ŨŎŰĤŹĤŎŅ�ŎŅ�ŹĠă�łăØŅĤŅę�Ŏė�̳ŬăŰĤûăŅõă̵̐�
and it says it is ‘...the dwelling in which that person habitually lives...’ 
It would be easy to infer from that statement that there can be only one 
residence at any given time, which would be incorrect, since the legislation 
itself makes it clear that there can be more than one residence at a time 
(otherwise there would be no facility in the legislation to choose which is 
one’s ‘main’ residence).

The next section (also duplicated at CG64435) goes on to discuss ‘judicial 
ĤŅŹăŬŨŬăŹØŹĤŎŅ̵� Ŏė� ŹĠă� ûăƱŅĤŹĤŎŅ� ØŅû� ĤŅõĺƀûăŰ̐� ̳̖̖̖Ø� ŬăŰĤûăŅõă� ĤŰ� a place 
where somebody lives...’, and ‘...even occasional and short residence 
in a place can make that a residence’. Courts and tribunals have often 
òăăŅ�łŎŬă� ûĤŰŨŎŰăû� ŹŎ� ØõõăŨŹ� ŹĠØŹ� Ø� ŨŬŎŨăŬŹƛ� ėƀĺƱĺŰ� ŹĠă� ûăƱŅĤŹĤŎŅ� Ŏė� ̳Ø�
residence’ than has HMRC.

Note that even a rented property can comprise a residence, and that the 
rules do not ignore overseas properties, which can also count as residences, 
and even qualify for PPR (see also “Care Needed with Other Residences” 
below).

Ɛĺѵ� �1|�-Ѵ��11�r-ঞom��v��ubঞ1-Ѵĺĺĺ

One area in which the courts seem more frequently to have decided in favour 
of HMRC is that, in order for a property to be eligible, it must generally 


